Y DNA condensation is a driving force for DNA unlinking and chromosome partitioning. Y Condensation is achieved by supercoiling. Y Supercoiling results from topological strain and the contortion of DNA by proteins, notably the nucleosomal histone octet and the structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins.
The paper by Sawitzke and Austin (1) ties together all three conclusions. Their work concerns the Muk (from the Japanese mukaku, meaning anucleate) protein complex of Escherichia coli, which was discovered and characterized by Hiraga and coworkers (2) . Mutations in any of the three muk genes, mukB, mukE, and mukF, disrupt chromosome segregation such that many progeny have missing or incomplete chromosomes that have been guillotined by septation. What links this fate of muk Ϫ bacteria to our story is that their chromosomes are decondensed (3) and that MukB is the structural and functional analogue of the ubiquitous SMC family of proteins (4) . These huge molecules form coiled-coil dimers that, along with associated proteins, are thought to bind DNA segments separated by as much as 1,000 Å and then to contract the intervening DNA at the expense of ATP (5) . Sawitzke and Austin show that the severity of the Muk phenotype can be controlled by changing the level of supercoiling in the cell. The harsh consequences of being Mukless are suppressed by just a modest increase in chromosomal supercoiling, and muk Ϫ cells are hypersensitive to gyrase inhibitors. The authors conclude that Muk and supercoiling cooperate in condensing DNA, which drives partitioning. These findings fit beautifully with those from biophysics to cell biology in a wide array of organisms.
DNA Condensation. To put this work in context, we need first to review the properties of DNA condensation. DNA is vastly longer than the space assigned to it because of the shortsightedness of evolution in fashioning a linear genetic code. The needed condensation has been traditionally described one-dimensionally as the ratio of DNA length to the diameter of its container, a nucleus, or nucleoid.
There is a more biophysical way of quantifying the space crunch. The persistence length of DNA (a) is so small compared with its total length (L) that its natural low energy conformation is already substantially condensed [dimensions of (aL)   1͞2 ]. Moreover, DNA must be condensed not in one dimension but in three. Instead of linear compaction, a better way to judge condensation is the volume reduction of a random coil of free DNA to its final volume in a cell (refs. 6 and 7; Table 1 ). The amount of DNA compaction increases with genome size and is on the order of 10 Unconstrained (؊) Supercoiling. Because (Ϫ) supercoiling in bacteria arises from a topological misalignment and not a protein corset, it has the flexibility to do work. Its labors are so important that a slight reduction in supercoiling is lethal (11) . Supercoiling has three essential roles.
First, (Ϫ) supercoiling promotes the unwinding of DNA and thereby the myriad processes that depend on helix opening (8) . Whenever DNA is doing anything interesting, it is single-stranded, and (Ϫ) supercoils provide a vital sequenceindependent assistance to denaturation.
The second essential role of supercoiling is in DNA replication. For replication to be completed, the linking number of the DNA, Lk, must be reduced from its vast (ϩ) value to exactly zero. In bacteria, DNA gyrase introduces (Ϫ) supercoils and thereby removes parental Lk (11) .
The third essential role of supercoiling is conformational (ref. 8 ; Fig. 1 A and D) . DNA manifests the difference between the relaxed and naturally occurring values of Lk by winding up into supercoils. These supercoils condense DNA and promote the disentanglement of topological domains. This can be accomplished equally well by (Ϫ) or (ϩ) supercoiling. It is this condensation role of supercoiling that directly concerns us now.
Key observations linking condensation by supercoiling to partitioning were made some time ago, but their significance was missed. In 1968, Hirota, Ryter, and Jacob (12) isolated conditionally lethal mutants of E. coli that had the dramatic chromosome partition defect (Par Ϫ ) phenotype characterized by anucleate and guillotined cells. The very first mutation isolated, parA, mapped to a subunit of DNA gyrase (13) .
For years, the message of these mutants was misunderstood; the conclusion was that gyrase was needed for partitioning, because it decatenated daughter chromosomes. The story unraveled further, however, with the discovery of a second bacterial type-2 topoisomerase, topo IV (15) , that decatenates DNA orders of magnitude better than gyrase. Experiments in vivo have shown that topo IV, and not gyrase, is responsible for decatenation (16, 17) . Topo IV mutants are richly represented in par collections (14, 18 in on itself and thereby pulls it away from other DNAs. This molecularly antisocial behavior has two roots. First, (Fig. 1 A) supercoiled DNA tightens into a plectonemic (interwound) superhelix whose diameter is only about five times as wide as the DNA itself (8) . As a result, random strand passages by a topoisomerase are much more likely to decatenate. Indeed, supercoiling of a 7-kb plasmid promoted decatenation by three orders of magnitude (19) . The promotion of decatenation by supercoiling has also been directly demonstrated in vivo (20) . Second, the volume occupied by a supercoiled molecule is much smaller than that of a relaxed DNA. This difference in volume is due mostly to the formation of superhelical branches. Fig. 1D shows a 25-kb supercoiled DNA branching and bending itself into a ball. The decrease in chromosomal volume by supercoiling decreases the probability that the septum will pass through the chromosome during cell division.
Hence, the explanation for the Par phenotype of gyrase mutants is now clear. (Ϫ) Supercoiling by gyrase compacts the chromosomes such that random passages by topo IV disentangle them.
Supercoiling Around Core Histones in Nucleosomes. The second type of condensation via supercoiling, that by core histones (Fig. 1B) , is so well known (21) that we will limit ourselves to a few comments.
One could imagine several ways to compact DNA in a eukaryotic cell. The DNA could be crammed into the nucleus like dirty clothes in a teenager's closet. The result is compact but poorly reversible or searchable. A second alternative is that DNA is wrapped like a fishing line around a reel. This is orderly and reversible, but only the most superficial genes are readily accessible. Nature has apparently adopted a third alternative: DNA is compacted in independent successive stages such that the total compaction is the product of compaction in each stage. The first stage of this compaction is via solenoidal wrapping of DNA in the nucleosome. Although the compaction achieved is modest, the nucleosome provides a fundamental structure for genome organization and function.
The role of the (ϩ) charge on histones is often misunderstood. Molecules with a (ϩ) charge of three or more greatly condense DNA (6), but the high (ϩ) charge on histones is not the basis of their ability to fold DNA. Polyvalent cations induce condensation by nonspecific DNA aggregation such that they exacerbate rather than relieve the problem of DNA entanglement. Whereas supercoiling greatly decreases the probability of catenation, polyvalent cations greatly increase it. The structure of a nucleosome reveals a scaffolding that forces the DNA to adopt ordered solenoidal supercoils (9) .
Compaction by 13S Condensin-Mediated (؉)
Supercoiling. The third type of compaction cum supercoiling, that by 13S condensin (Fig. 1C) The first important observation as to the mechanism of condensation by condensin was provided again by the Hirano laboratory. Purified mitotic 13S condensin, hydrolysis of ATP, and the action of a type-1 topoisomerase resulted in (ϩ) supercoiling of plasmid DNA (10) .
Two interpretations of these results were suggested (10) . Condensin could locally overtwist DNA or, like nucleosomes, could have a tight external wrapping of DNA but with opposite handedness. Either would lead to compensatory (Ϫ) supercoils that were suggested as the basis of condensation. Unfortunately, neither possibility is an attractive explanation for the role of this protein in DNA condensation. The compensatory (Ϫ) supercoils would be relaxed by abundant eukaryotic topoisomerases. A local overwinding of DNA would have no effect on condensation; nor could a tight wrapping around condensin greatly compact DNA, because there is no more than one condensin molecule per 10 kb of DNA (26) . Fortunately, there is a third possible explanation for the (ϩ) supercoiling that is compatible with its physiological role. Condensin is so large, reaching out perhaps 1,000 Å, that it could torque the DNA between its reach. Thus, condensin could introduce (ϩ) supercoiling by effecting global writhe, as schematized in Fig. 1C . Strong evidence for this was provided by the finding that incubation of 13S condensin and a type-2 topoisomerase with plasmid DNA forms chiral DNA knots (26) . These knots were almost exclusively (ϩ), as expected if condensin introduces a regular (ϩ) writhe. This activity requires ATP hydrolysis and 13S condensin from mitotic cells. Condensin from interphase cells had knotting activity only after being phosphorylated in vitro by Cdc2 kinase.
Thus, the hypothesis for condensation in vivo is that condensin regularly supercoils interphase chromatin. The loops formed are so large that even 30-nm fibers could be compacted in this way.
Muk, Supercoiling, Condensation, and Chromosome Structure. The paper by Sawitzke and Austin (1) fits well into this general picture and advances it. Muk was originally thought to be a classical motor protein that, like proteins that act along spindle fibers, would move the replicated bacterial chromosomes from the middle of the cell to the 1͞4 and 3͞4 positions before septation. But how can suppression of muk Ϫ by increased supercoiling be reconciled with chromosomes stuck in the middle of the cell? The authors instead adopt the model put forth by Grossman's group (27) that parental DNA in the center of the cell is decondensed, forced through a stationary replication factory, and then recondensed toward the 1͞4 or 3͞4 positions (Fig. 2) . Muk does not act like a motor to transport chromosomes actively but instead pulls the newly replicated DNA toward the poles by supercoiling it into a more condensed form.
Consistent with this interpretation is that the suppression is reversed by mild inhibition of DNA gyrase. The validity of this conclusion is strengthened, not spoiled, by the hypersensitivity of mukB mutants by themselves to gyrase inhibitors. This latter result was also obtained independently (3) . The explanation is that supercoiling by both Muk and gyrase is needed to condense daughter DNAs away from each other and their parent. In the absence of the Muk-driven condensation, the cell is particularly vulnerable to diminution of gyrase.
We cannot yet conclude that Muk supercoils DNA in the same fashion as Xenopus 13S condensin. This reasonable hypothesis cannot be tested until a functional Muk complex is purified. Even if Muk and 13S condensin do have identical mechanisms, the path of free supercoiled DNA would be radically different from that of SMCcondensed DNA ( Fig. 1 A and C) . Although both have right-handed superhelices, the former is (Ϫ), interwound, and branched. The latter is (ϩ), solenoidal, unbranched, and structured. The suppression implies that the only essential feature of Muk action is DNA condensation. Finally, it is surprising that a number of mutations can partially rescue muk Ϫ cells. It has been reported that mutations in seqA or dam suppress the Muk deficiency (3) . Perhaps disruption of cell cycle control allows more time for DNA to be compacted. High copy number suppressors of camphor sensitivity also suppress muk Ϫ (8). Because camphor decondenses the nucleoid, the latter suppressors may represent yet another mechanism of DNA condensation.
Although Sawitzke and Austin (1) are the first to link chromosomal condensation, supercoiling, and SMC proteins, a relationship between plasmid supercoiling and partitioning had already been widely established. Cohen's group (28, 29) showed that topA10 mutations suppressed partition defects for pSC101 and mini F plasmids. Suppression by topA Ϫ was also found for partition mutants of P1 (30) . The segregation of P1 and F was worse than random in the absence of the partitioning complex but improved to random in topA mutants. This is now easy to explain. Supercoiling would condense the plasmid such that it would likely avoid guillotining by septation even if randomly localized in the cell. The repeated suppression by (Ϫ) supercoiling of defects in disparate partitioning systems implies that the conclusions of Sawitzke and Austin have broad significance. 
